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Tracking Progress
Toward the School
Readiness Goal
It's time to design new forms of school readiness
assessment, forms that do not encourage tracking
of students, narrowing the curriculum, or
kindergarten retention

"By the year 2000 all children will start
school ready to learn "'

T

he National Governors' Associa
tion (NGA) set this national
school readiness goal at its
meeting in February 1990 At first
glance, the statement may appear to be
a call for a nationwide school admis
sions test for 1st grade, but if you know
what lies behind this sentence, you'll
see that nothing could be farther from
the truth. In fact, this statement helped
focus public attention on the compel
ling arguments against group-admin
istered school readiness tests
Widely publicized in the literature,
these arguments have been debated in
numerous forums and forged into pol
icy statements by at least a dozen
education organizations. Three gen
eral premises emerge: group-adminis
tered pencil-and-paper readiness tests
are inappropriate for preschoolers
and lack sufficient validity for making
school entry decisions (Meisels 1989,
Meisels el al 1989, NAEYC 1988); their
use often has the effect of narrowing
the preschool curriculum and making
it excessively academic (Shepard and
Smith 1988, Bredekamp and Shepard
1989); and test scores, when used to
deny school entry, contribute to the
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practice of kindergarten

retention,

which is counterproductive public
policy (Shepard and Smith 1989)
At the NGA meeting, the President
and the governors warned that an
assessment for school readiness
should not be developed for pur
poses of measuring progress toward
the readiness goal, because of the
danger that it could be wrongfully
used to determine when a child
should start school. "Other current
indicators of readiness may serve as
proxies," they noted, "and still others
need to be developed " 2

The governors suggested that new
methods be developed using teachers'
cumulative observations of children 3
At a minimum, this would yield better
information to improve learning. It
could possibly produce meaningful
data for policymakers as well

The Limitations of Proxy
Measures

Figure 1 lists specific objectives
toward meeting the readiness goal
These objectives concern provision of
quality preschool programs, prenatal
nutrition, and health care, as well as

Fig. 1 . National Goals For Education Readiness
Readiness Goal 1 : By the year 2000, all children in American will start school ready
to learn.
Objectives:
• All disadvantaged and disabled children will have access to high-quality and
developmentally appropriate preschool programs that help prepare children for
school.
• Every parent in America will be a child's first teacher and devote time each day
helping his or her preschool child learn; parents will have access to the training and
support they need.
• Children will receive the nutrition and health care needed to arrive at school
with healthy minds and bodies, and the number of low birthweight babies will be
significantly reduced through enhanced prenatal health systems.
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the involvement of parents as their
children's teachers. Policymakers will
use 'proxies," defined as indicators
that do not measure children directly
but that indirectly measure factors
positively associated with readiness, in
order to track national progress
toward these objectives.
The National Center for Education
Statistics (NCES) is now assembling
these proxy data from various govern
ment-sponsored national surveys.
These include national statistics on
prenatal care, low birthweight babies;
child nutrition: the percent of eligibles
served by subsidized preschool pro
grams; the supply, demand, and qual
ity of preschool services; the kinds of
learning experiences provided; the ex
tent of parental involvement; and child
retention in early grades. NCES will
rely heavily on the National House
hold Education Survey, a planned tri
ennial telephone survey to a national
sample of households, for the ongoing
tracking of the education-related infor
mation, including data on parents as
their children s teachers. 4
Proxies, however, are not adequate
readiness measures. While appropri
ate now as an interim method for
tracking progress toward the readi
ness goal, they are nonetheless insuf
ficient for this purpose. They provide
an important piece of the puzzle by
periodically informing us about fac
tors, including essential services to
children, that enhance early learning.
But they do not tell us the extent to
which our children have the requisite
skills, attitudes, or behaviors they need
and, therefore, what we need to knowto help them succeed in school. Know
ing the percentage of low birthweight
babies each year is important, but this
won't tell us why children aren't learn
ing to read. Making high-quality pre
school programs available to all needy
children is unquestionably desirable;
but paradoxically, to obtain good
proxy" data on the overall quality of
such a program, you need an outcome
measure of its effect on children.
The Office of Educational Research
and Improvement fOERI) acknowl
edges 'the proxy measures based on
preschool enrollment, parental in
volvement, and characteristics of pre40

Knowing the
percentage of low
birthweight babies
each year is
important, but this
won't tell us why
children aren't
learning to read.

school programs do not suffice to
make inferences about actual readi
ness to begin school."5
With good, and more direct, mea
sures of children's behavior, we will
know better, for example, if certain
kindergarten teaching strategies are
differentially effective for youngsters
with limited English proficiency, a par
ticular type of disability, or a certain
learning style. If we increase funding
or redesign a program, we need to
know the effect of such changes. With
only proxy data to report, we can say
we doubled the budget and we're
serving twice as many, but we can't say
if the program made a difference in
children's learning.
Real improvement in a child's read
iness to learn and a teacher's readiness
to teach is enhanced, not by having
macro-level data on the national per
cent of eligible participants in a pro
gram, but by understanding behavior
within the personal microcosm of that
teacher with that child, as they interact
with parents and other children.

The Fear and the Need

In discouraging the development of a
national readiness test, the governors
did the right thing. Their decision
reflects concern in the professional

community that national use of an
inappropriate assessment, even if ad
ministered to only a sample of chil
dren, could lead to a highly academic
preschool curriculum and ultimately
to denying children the right to enter
school with their age-mates.
Their decision is, in fact, only one of
several recent behavioral and policy
changes that discourage the use of
school readiness tests. Several states
have discontinued mandated kindergar
ten or early grade testing, and pre-K
through 1st grade programs were re
cently granted a statutory exemption
from Chapter 1 testing requirements
Further, informal, off-the-record com
munications with publishers reveal that
sales of group-administered tests for the
early and preschool grades have either
remained flat or started to decline
Assessment of young children, how
ever, hasn't gone away, and it probably
won't, because assessment—good as
sessment—is needed more than ever.
In spite of the decrease in legislative
requirements and a broad awareness
of the dangers of misusing readiness
tests, the pressure for "results" from
states and districts for accountability
purposes is increasing.
The Southern Regional Education
Board (SREB), for example, now re
porting annually on the progress of its
15 member states toward Year 2000
education goals, includes results of
readiness assessments among the indi
cators of progress toward its school
readiness goal. 6 And as one measure
of the quality of programs, SREB in
cludes "the use of assessments or tests
of readiness for young children " 7 Leg
islation introduced in the US Senate
in 1990 requires that all relevant data
on school readiness be considered for
inclusion in a national report card on
the educational goals 8 Good readi
ness measures are needed not only for
accountability purposes, but also for
diagnosing learning needs, planning
appropriate interventions, and evaluat
ing programs.

A Call for Reform

Because of what Sharon Kagan, Yale
University's Associate Director of the
Bush Center in Child Development
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and Social Policy, calls a "fortuitous
collision of events," a unique oppor
tunity is now present for a major na
tional reform in the assessment of
young children Our increased need
for information to help children begin
to learn has combined with our
heightened awareness of the failings
of readiness tests, so that "the seeds
are right for change."9 Now is the time
to invest in a reform of this country's
school readiness assessment
The reform should begin with an
effort to separate school entry from
readiness Many other nations have
specific school starting points In Swe
den, children start school at age seven,
in Japan, West Germany, and Switzer
land at six; in New Zealand at five; and
in Britain and Australia as early as four
The concept of readiness, wrongly ap
plied, can be used to keep the "un
ready" out and thus deny those who
need it most an opportunity to engage
in learning at school The dangers of
wrong school entry decisions, whether
on the basis of test scores or not, and
the increasing practice of voluntary re
tention by overzealous parents, would
be greatly reduced if, at the established
age, all children entered school,
"ready" or not. As Meisels says, "If
you re aJive, you're ready to learn, no
matter what the tests say." 10
The next step of assessment reform
should be to reach consensus on the
expectations we have for young chil
dren We need to know what we want
to "ready" children and teachers for
That means defining the skills, behav
iors, and attitudes children should
learn and teachers should teach in the
1st grade of school Perhaps some of
our nation's best minds, most experi
enced teachers, and most knowledge
able parents—those who understand
child development and its many dimen
sions, its wide variations and its spurts
and starts—could reach consensus."
Perhaps the encroachment of increas
ingly higher levels of academic de
mands into the preschool and kinder
garten could be reversed by publicly
stating just what we expect and do not
expect of 1st graders. The precursors to
these expectations then could become
our readiness indicators
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A Kinder, Gentler Way

We need to develop better means of
assessing children's readiness than
group-administered readiness tests.
The governors, in fact, suggested sev
eral strategies for states to use to im
prove assessments:
"Develop assessment systems for young
children that reflect the ultimate goals of
producing independent, creative, and crit
ical thinkers Train teachers to observe and
assess children's work in different content
areas, using methods such as portfolio
systems, observational checklists, and cu
mulative sampling of children s work De
velop models to use teacher assessments
of student proficiencies for reporting to
parents and the public
" 1J

We know a good deal about assess
ing readiness from work already be
gun (Anderson 1987, NAEYC 1988,
Meisels 1989, Meisels et al. 1989). This
work tells us that, ideally, readiness
assessments should:
• encompass the multiple dimen
sions of readiness, including cognitive,
social/emotional, attitudinal, and phys
ical/motor behaviors;
• be an ongoing process of observ
ing a child, rather than a one-time
snapshot;
• gather information on behaviors
that children have had an opportunity
to develop;
• provide data useful for instruc
tional improvement—to help the
teacher get ready for the child;
• be indirect measures of chil
dren—that is, recorded by an adult,
rather than directly by a child on an
answer sheet;
• be conducted in a natural setting
that is comfortable, familiar, and
nonthreatening to the child;
• be administered to individuals,
one-on-one, or to very small clusters
of children, but not to large groups;
• be designed so that children can
respond by pointing, acting, doing, or
manipulating;
• be conducted by someone who is
properly trained and who can relate
well to children;
• be scored to yield a profile along
the various readiness dimensions;
• be used in a nonpunitive way—
that is. not for sorting, tracking, or
denial of school entry This last point
is most important

Promising Prospects

In this section. 1 want to highlight
three examples of developmental
work in progress that appear to offer
particular promise: one is from the
State of Georgia, one from a test pub
lisher (CTB Macmillan/McGraw-Hill).
and one from research scientist Sam
uel Meisels
The State of Georgia has now pro
duced a developmentally appropriate
method for evaluating readiness called
the Georgia Kindergarten Assessment
Program (GKAP) This program repre
sents a positive directional change
from Georgia's 1988 group-adminis
tered, machine-scored, norm-refer
enced test used for making school
entry decisions (which probably did
more to advance readiness assessment
reform in this country than all other
causes combined).
GKAP is a homegrowTi individuallyadministered readiness assessment on
which three times a year, teachers
record children's behavior across five
capability areas. A series of "structured
assessment activities" involving chil
dren s use of manipulatives gives ad
ditional information on two of the
dimensions. A videotape illustrates the
expected behavior for standardization
of teacher ratings The process relies
heavily on teacher judgment and
yields good diagnostic information;
however, its value for accountability
purposes is not yet clear A mechanism
has been designed, but not totally im
plemented, for aggregating data from
classrooms, to schools, to districts, to
the state Teachers record ves/no data,
but not a total score, for each child on
each of the five capabilities, on scannable forms for automatic generation
of totals The new system has been
. very costly, and the price of maintain
ing it is not yet known Further refine
ments need to be made and analyses
conducted.
CTB Macmillan/McGraw-Hill has re
cently produced a "Developing Skills
Checklist" for children aged 4 to 6.
which is individually administered and
is packaged in a kit with attractive
manipulatives For each child, teachers
can generate a criterion-referenced di
agnostic profile of performance in
eight areas These checklists produce
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normative scores on mathematical con
cepts and operations, language, mem
ory, auditory skills, print concepts, and
a prereading composite. National percentiles, stanines, and normal curve
equivalents are provided for each scale
for four time periods (spring of pre-K
and fall, winter, and spring of kinder
garten). Included in the process are a
'method for recording multiple obser
vations throughout the year on seven
clusters of social/emotional behavior
and a mechanism for compiling group
data. So far, researchers have found
high internal consistency reliability,
and a two-year predictive validity study
is now under way.
Samuel Meisels, Professor of Educa
tion and Research Scientist at the Uni
versity of Michigan, is currently devel
oping and piloting in nine school
districts a new three-part readiness
assessment process consisting of (1) a
comprehensive criterion-referenced
checklist of developmentally-based
classroom learning, completed by the
kindergarten teacher for each child on
three different occasions throughout
the school year; (2) the compilation of
a portfolio of samples of the progres
sion of each child's work; and (3) a
summative teacher report form for
providing year-end comparative, and
possibly scaled and aggregate, data.
These three efforts suggest that sup
portive, child-friendly, and learningenhancing measures can also produce
aggregate data for accountability to the
public. Since the governors recom
mended that a readiness assessment
not be developed to measure progress
toward the national goal, the govern
ment will presumably seek methods
for indirectly compiling information
gathered by others, such as teachers or
parents, who have observed the be
havior of children. The efforts I have
described suggest the kinds of data
that might be compiled.
Educators need more information,
however, to ensure that the data com
piled are valid, reliable, and useful and
that they are collected in a uniform
and equitable manner. It is essential to
assure that observation criteria are
clearly specified, that representative
samples of all categories of behaviors
are observed, and that raters are con
sistent. Test developers must create
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effective methods for recording, com
piling, analyzing, scaling, and report
ing data. They must conduct field tests
and validity studies to determine
whether performance on a readiness
assessment predicts success in school,
and evaluate the usefulness of aggre
gate scores reported to policymakers.
Any new assessment method must be
monitored for possible inappropriate
uses, such as retaining preschoolers,
tracking, narrowing, further academic
loading of the curriculum, or 'teaching
to the test," and evaluated for practical
considerations such as costs and time.
Finally, test users should compare the
overall value of a new assessment
method with existing practices.
Having been instructed by the White
House to develop "other" readiness
measures, OERI should lead the way
toward better school readiness assess
ment by underwriting the consensusbuilding process and sponsoring
needed research and development.
Whether or not a method better than
proxies is ever created for national
monitoring, readiness assessment in this
country needs to be reformed. We need
a kinder, gentler way to measure.D
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